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FROM NOWON YOU CAN READ AND WRITE BY PHONE!
Large typewriter-style
keyboard.
Variable line length
(max. 80 characters).
40 Character display for text
viewing and user prompts.
Printing via PXP40 Printer.
RS 232-C interface to printer,
mainframe computer etc.
Built-in acoustically coupled
300/600/1200 bps CCITTV23
modem for text transmission/
reception.
7400 character memory
capacity.
Word search for scanning
through text.
Text editing functions delete, insert, block insert etc.
Encrypt/decrypt functions
with user-definable code.
Dump and load function for
text storage and retrieval
(tape-recorder).
Battery operated.

The TEXT TELL "PX1000" is the little giant that powers a new communications revolution from now on you can transmit and collect written messages on any ordinary phone.
This revolutionary idea is possible with the "PX 1000" which is essentially a normal electric type
writer. Its (large-size) keyboard permits you to use the "PX 1000" just like a regular typewriter. The
40 character display provides a large window to view your text. What’s more, this little genius comes
complete with a built-in random access memory of 7400 characters, which means that the "PX 1000"
can store 4 to 5 pages of text without any auxiliary device.
Another micro marvel, the specially designed PXP40 Printer, is perfectly suited to the "PX 1000"
This optional accessory produces a 40 character per line print. The “PX 1000" can also be connected
to a full-size printer or it can be just as easily plugged into a computer or a mainframe.
In exploiting the formidable capabilities of the "PX 1000" you'll meet simplicity and ease of
operation second to none. You simply type your message, pick up the phone, dial the number, hold
the socket of the telephone-adaptor (located on the back of the "PX 1000") and the mouthpiece
together, then press the button... and that's that! And the "PX 1000" needs only 25 seconds to
transmit an average-sized page of text.
The "PX 1000" gives you total message security with its encrypt/decrypt facility (using the Data
Encryption Standard). What else is there to say?
The "PX 1000" and PXP40 Printer have both been conceived and developed by TEXT LITE,
the company that always has big thoughts about little things. At Text Lite we've been trying to
think of an area where the "PX 1000" can't be used to improve speed, accuracy and efficiency in
communications... we haven't succeeded yet!
The "PX1000" applications span the whole of the business community, and way beyond it.
And, finally, Its our firm belief that the "PX 1000" will open up exciting new communication
opportunities for everyone.
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Worried by those daily
reports about covert inter
ception of confidential
messages, theft of business
secrets, increased industrial
espionage?
The TEXT TELL "PX1000"
provides the ideal solution,
guaranteeing total message
security with its encrypt/
decrypt facility.

No more delays; no more
illegible, hand-written
articles; no more garbled
telephone reports, half
heard against the back
ground bedlam of sports
events or noisy conference
halls. Time after time the
PX 1000 gives you high
speed, consistent, accurate
reporting with a telephone
transmission time of only
25 seconds per average sized page of text.

No need for fixed data
communication lines,
expensive extra modems,
text transmitting and recei
ving equipment; no instal
lation costs. The "PX 1000"'s
own built-in modem/telephone adapter can be held
conveniently against the
nearest telephone to transmit
a wordperfect message or
report, coded or uncoded, to
a similar "PX 1000", or to
another compatible reception
unit (e.g. telephone answering
machine), anywhere in the
world.

TEXT LITE
We bridge the communication gap.

